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From the Publisher

Avoiding Business Atrophy
During a Pandemic!
There is no doubt this pandemic has been the single biggest challenge to my publishing career as
well as those food suppliers and manufacturers I work with. Over the years, I’ve witnessed segments of
the food and agricultural industry experience things like drought, low supply, over supply, late freezes,
and tariff wars just to name a few. But I have to say I’ve never seen the entire industry experience a
pandemic! That’s a “first” for all of us. However, even at the height of new Corona virus infections
(mid-April), the industry as a whole has been incredibly resilient. And I am very proud of my suppliers
and manufacturers who never shut their doors and truly demonstrated why they are essential. In my
industry, trade publications across the board have suffered tremendously. Advertising has been way
down for many and that is the life blood for survival.
My publications did not escape the economic effects of a devastated US economy. In fact, my
advertisers have been incredible! I cannot express my thanks to my group of long time suppliers
who never once expressed doubt about their future. Believe it or not, a few of my advertisers had no
reason to place an ad because they already sold out of product! Dried and grocery products have had
relentless overseas interest. The rice industry has not been able to keep up with demand. Everyone I
spoke with had their operations up and running whether they worked remotely or just a few in the
office. And if a supplier was adversely being affected by the lockdown, I wanted to let them know that
we would offer help in any way possible. Many of the suppliers have been with us through thick and
thin…no problem giving back a little.
I did have the opportunity to observe the one common denominator that stood out amongst all
those company contacts I’ve dealt with over the last month. It was attitude and optimism. You could
generally sense a “call of duty” to make sure the product made it to the stores and in turn…feed the
people. I also spoke with a number of marketing and sales managers who were working out of their
homes. This was also a first for many. The subject of avoiding business atrophy (wasting away or
progressive decline) came up a few times. If you’re not familiar with business atrophy…that’s when
you’re regular business activities either slow down or come to a screeching halt. Lock down has had
that effect! We all agreed that keeping your head in the game, even if things are creeping along…
is essential. Stay busy and engaged even if it’s not required from you. It keeps one’s mind off all the
uncertainty as well as increasing positive thinking. Just like the effects of climbing Mount Everest, the
minute you stop moving…you’re in trouble. Same thing in business!
Now I’m not therapist or behavioral scientist but I do know what has helped me with this lock
down period. This pandemic will end and the things I have learned during these tough times will
be essential when moving forward. Business will start increasing again along with the workload. I
want to be in a strong frame of mind when things turn. Speaking of things turning, there will be no
disruptions in the publishing of The American Exporter Magazine and The Natural Food Exporter
Magazine for the remainder of the year. The American Exporter’s Spring 2020 issue is on slate to
being published by mid-June. Once again, I want to think all my advertisers for participating in this
issue during this most amazing point in my lifetime and practically everyone else’s I know. And with
that said…I’ll see you on the road…one of these days!
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The Impact of COVID-19:
Interview with Pacific Valley Foods
By Courtney Ferris

The food and beverage industry
is facing unique challenges
amidst COVID-19. From labor
and processing to shipping and
packaging, the industry is forced to
stay nimble in these uncertain times.
We interviewed Susan Hannah,
Senior Vice President of Pacific
Valley Foods, in early May to learn
how COVID-19 has specifically
affected her company and the trends
she sees emerging in 2020. Pacific
Valley Foods is an important U.S.
supplier and exporter of frozen
vegetables and fries. The company
exports to 25 countries and recently
won the Small Business Association
Exporter of the Year award for the
Northwest.
the natural food exporter magazine
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How has COVID-19 affected
your business?
Like many of the businesses in the
U.S., our company has been very much
affected by COVID-19, especially in
our home state of Washington. As an
exporter and food distributor, we are an
essential business and physically never
closed our doors, but when the shelterin-place order came, most everyone
began working from home except for
a few employees. Fortunately, we had
a good technology system in place and
the transition to working from home
and communicating with our employees
was relatively painless, save for some
modifications here and there.
Apart from working from home,
the greatest challenge is that nobody
can travel for business internationally.
For 2020, we had several trade shows
overseas we were going to participate
in, as well as trade missions and visits to
customers. Foodex Japan, for example,
was canceled just before the show was
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scheduled to begin. With the downtime,
our main goal has been servicing our
customers as best we can.
We realize as a global pandemic this
has hit our customers just as hard, and
they are in a time of chaos as well. It’s
important for us to let them know they
can trust us to fill their needs. We want
to be the eye in the middle of the storm,
a place for them to know they can go
to, to get the job done and provide their
products safely and efficiently.

How has exporting changed
since COVID-19 began?
We export to a wide range of
international regions, from Asia to
the Middle East to South America to
the South Pacific. Every country has
experienced this pandemic differently,
so there is no “one-size-fits-all” strategy
for us. We have to take it country-bycountry.
For example, China was obviously the
first to deal with the virus. They closed

up early in January and dealt with the
virus swiftly and seriously. China is
our number one export market, so we
experienced a slowdown in sales there
since the beginning of the year; however,
now businesses are opening back up in
China and we see orders picking back up,
for which we are very grateful.
Japan is another long-time market of
ours. They have managed the crisis very
Continued on page 14
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 azelnut Growers of Oregon stresses
H
importance of safety and its continued
production during coronavirus pandemic
Hazelnut Growers of Oregon (HGO)
has taken proactive steps to send its
employees home during the coronavirus
pandemic, (COVID-19). Effective
immediately, the HGO plant operations
will continue to run with a limited staff
but will not be accepting any visitors
until further notice. The Oregon
Marketplace Store will remain closed
until further notice. We are dealing with
unprecedented times and we are taking
every precaution necessary to ensure we
are limiting the spread of the virus.
Greg Thorsgard, HGO’s Chief
Operations Officer, said there is no job
more important than the safety of its
employees, growers, customers and
consumers. He added that keeping our
population fed is also critical at this
unprecedented time and HGO will
continue to operate its processing facility
with the required staff necessary to meet
all customer orders.
“We understand the concerns with
the vulnerability of the supply chain due
to the recent spread of coronavirus,”
Thorsgard noted in a recent letter
to growers. “There is no job more
important than farming and making
sure our population is fed. As an SQF
Level 3 certified facility, we have spent
extensive time evaluating the risk of
pandemics and other potential business
interruptions and are confident that we
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will not have difficulties in meeting our
supply commitments. All our products
and materials are stored at location and
have been prior to the spread. We have
required our packaging suppliers to
supply us with their contingency plans
and have other pre-qualified sources
should there be any disruptions.”
Preventative Measures at the Plant
Our Crisis Management Team has
conducted refresher trainings around
our Good Manufacturing Practices
(GMP) and Food Safety Policies that were
conducted in March, in addition to our
standard trainings given. The purpose is
to reinforce the following points:
• Disinfecting areas within the plant
that are frequently touched by
employees such as door handles,
break room counters and tables,
restroom stall doors, time clocks,
and locker rooms. In addition to
the training we have increased the
frequency in which our staff is doing
these activities.
• Added additional alcohol-based
disinfectant wipes for increased used
in common areas.
• Minimizing colleagues working near
each other.
• Minimizing visitors to those that are
doing immediate business and need
to come to the plant.

• Strongly advise team members to
shelter at home when experiencing
symptoms and call for medical advice
prior to visiting any medical facility.
• Encouraging our administrative
team members and others to work
remotely.
Business Continuity Plan
Our Business Continuity Plan ensures
we cover potential business interruptions
by leveraging our partnerships with other
hazelnut processors in the valley. These
plants have similar equipment to ours,
which would allow us to make a seamless
transfer if there was an interruption.
Having secondary and tertiary suppliers
that give us confidence that we can
manage any interruption.
We will continue to monitor this closely
to ensure we protect our products and
customers.
Please keep informed on the most
current health advice issued by the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention in Oregon here: https://www.
cdc.gov/cpr/epf/oregon.htm
About Hazelnut Growers of Oregon
Founded in 1984, Hazelnut Growers
of Oregon (HGO), a business unit of
farmer-owned cooperative Wilco, has
more than 180 growers who collectively
own more than 20,000 acres of prime
hazelnut orchards. HGO is the premier
hazelnut processor and marketer in the
U.S., servicing retail, ingredient, and food
service channels for confection, snack
food, and baking manufacturers around
the globe. The 120,000-square-foot
processing plant also has 57,000 square
feet of refrigerated storage space. The
Oregon hazelnut industry is expected to
double in the next five years. For more
information visit https://www.wilco.
coop/hazelnuts/.

Hazelnut Growers of Oregon | State of the art Hazelnut processing and marketing.
Hazelnut Growers of Oregon | State of the art Hazelnut processing and marketing.
Hazelnut
Growers of Oregon | State of the art Hazelnut processing and marketing.
marketing@hazelnut.com
marketing@hazelnut.com
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Continued from page 10
well, but as of recently, there has been
an increase in cases. For safety concerns,
they have closed businesses, which have
affected current projects we are working
on. We hope to resume those projects
once the situation is under control.
Other countries have fared worse and
our main goal with all of our customers
is to make sure we keep in contact with

them and that payments continue. We
are aware that any new business for some
countries is not going to be possible until
their economies get back on track.
Since our sales people are unable
to travel overseas for shows or to visit
customers, we have to rely on constant
communication with our customers and
continue to earn their trust during this
time. We know this will pay off in the

end, and our customers will be grateful
for the time we spent making sure their
needs were met.

How has the pandemic
affected food trends in 2020?
The majority of our products are in
the frozen foods sector. In researching
articles for a newsletter I will be
sending out to our customers, the
numbers on retail frozen food sales in
the U.S. have been staggering since the
pandemic began. Take, for example,
frozen potatoes/French fries and frozen
vegetables. Sales growth on those
products in April have seen an 80-90%
increase compared to April of 2019.
We have been touting the benefits of
frozen potatoes and vegetables for many
years, educating people that they are
often “fresher” than fresh. In the U.S.,
vegetables are processed and frozen
within hours of harvesting, locking in
the nutrients and flavor. During the
pandemic, consumers are buying frozen
foods for the longer shelf life, ease
of preparation, and the safety factor,
knowing that frozen vegetables are
handled far less than fresh. Needless to
say, we have focused on our frozen retail
products in many of our export markets.
Comfort food is also a trend we are
noticing. During chaotic times, people
seek comfort. Pacific Valley Foods is all
about potatoes, a true comfort food.
We will continue to focus on our staple
frozen potato and French fry items, while
at the same time educating our customers
about the wide range of specialty items
we offer as well.
Indulgence is another trend. Living
during stressful times with complex rules
is difficult at best. People need outlets
and deserve a little indulgence in favorite
foods, such as our retail all-natural
gourmet cheesecakes. Focusing on these
products is our way of letting people
know, “It’s ok to go out and treat yourself
with an indulgent but wholesome treat.”

Touchstone Pistachio Company
Transparency, Performance & Commitment
Touchstone Pistachio Company, located
in the heart of California’s San Joaquin
Valley, is the newest member of the
international pistachio community. We are
a family-owned growing and processing
operation and one of the more relevant
pistachio suppliers in the world.
We are often asked what motivated us to
build a pistachio processing facility. Why
now? Why us? Who are we as a company?

We Know how to grow
We have been in farming for over 25 years
and are continually investing in sustainable
farming, and irrigation practices that
ensure our success for years to come. Our
commitment to growth extends beyond
the orchard and into our relationships with

our employees and partners; Touchstone
Pistachio Company is a testament to that
commitment

Through Touchstone Pistachio Company,
we extend these capabilities to the world.

We know how to build
We are no stranger to residential,
commercial and industrial development.
Touchstone Pistachio Company’s
production facility will feature the latest
food-processing technology. Our aim is to
build to our industry’s future, no just to the
needs of today.

We know how to survive
We are dedicated to growing,
feeding, nourishing, and educating our
communities. We fulfill our purpose by
serving our customers and consumers.

Throughout our business endeavors, we
pride ourselves on our core-competency:
relationships. Business partnerships are
built on synergistic opportunities while
acting ethically and being a good steward
in this industry that we are so fortunate to
be a part of. We look forward to partnering
with you and trust we share your dedication
to relationships based on transparency,
performance, and a commitment to solving
issues if they arise.
For more information, please call us
at +1-559-470-3510 or email at rudy.
placencia@touchstonepistachio.com.
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U.S. Grown
With a Cherry on Top
By Courtney Ferris

When it comes
to tart cherries,
Montmorency is
king. Named for the
northern suburbs
of Paris where
tart cherries were
first cultivated in
the 18th century,
Montmorency
cherries now make
up 95% of the North
American market.
Though it may
have French origins,
the “U.S. grown”
reputation has helped
this fruit compete
in international
markets.

“The U.S.
Montmorency tart cherry
industry is known for its high
quality, especially as related to a pit-free
finished product,” said Julie Gordon,
President of the Cherry Marketing
Institute (CMI), “Our cherries are
desired all around the world, especially
in the baking industry, because of the
bright red color that sustains and doesn’t
bleed in baked goods.”
Though tart by definition, Montmorency
cherries have a sweet-sour flavor. They won’t
make your lips pucker like sour candy, but they’re
not as sweet as the well-known Bing cherry.
With their bright red skin and unique flavor, it’s a treat
to enjoy cherries of all forms at the National Cherry Festival
held annually in Traverse City, Michigan; but unless you are local
to the region, you’re more likely to find them processed rather
than fresh in your local grocery store.
Fresh tart cherries lose their integrity quickly upon harvesting,
which is why they go straight into an ice water bath, which
helps maintain freshness before they are processed. While you
typically won’t find Montmorency tart cherries in the produce
aisle, there are many other ways to enjoy the unique red fruit.
Harvested in July, Montmorency cherries are available yearround in dried, frozen, canned, juice, and juice concentrate
form.
“Tart cherry snacks continue to be an exciting market for
dried cherries. From bars to granola to bites, dried tart cherries
are a wonderful complement to a variety of flavor profiles,” said
Gordon.

For
Cherry
Central, the
popularity of each product type depends on the market. In
Europe, dried is the most popular, followed by frozen and
Continued on page 22

International Growth
“The U.S. has a very good reputation for food quality and
safety. If you look at the European varieties, you’ll also see
that the Montmorency stands out for its bright red color and
sweet-sour taste,” said Mark Becker, Director of International
Supply at Cherry Central. Cherry Central is a vertically
integrated cooperative with tart cherry growers and processors
in Washington, Idaho, Utah, Michigan, Wisconsin, and
Ontario, Canada. In fact, they are the world’s largest supplier of
Montmorency cherries.
While the domestic market makes up the majority of its
business, Cherry Central has seen positive growth since bringing
Becker on board to oversee its international markets.
“On average, export makes up around 10% of our business.
If the European sour cherry crop isn’t good, then maybe
we approach 12-15% export,” said Becker, who expects the
international market to continue to grow over the next few years.
the natural food exporter magazine
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Premium Gold Flax

New Look Package—Same Great Product
lasting products well after you bring
them home from the store.
As always, we approach our
business with pride, passion, and the
utmost care. That’s how we ensure
that the highest quality product
makes its way to your table.
Healthy seeds, healthier you!
Find our products at
premiumgoldflax.com, amazon.com
& samsclub.com or contact your area
distributor.

Since 1906, OUR FAMILY has
gained a reputation for producing
high-quality flaxseed in Sheridan
County, right in the heart of North
Dakota farmland. Over the years,
we’ve scrutinized every aspect of
growing, harvesting, milling, and
packaging of this little miracle seed.
In 2001, we put those years of
expertise to work toward a new
venture and, with the help of our
family farm, we created Premium
Gold. With both the nutritional
benefits of flaxseed and the demand
for a gluten free flour alternative in
mind, we set our sights on creating
a new line of products. In 2013, we
realized our vision of producing
a gluten free, all-purpose flour
alternative that is nutritious as it is
delicious.
Our Gluten Free Flax & Ancient
Grain All-Purpose Flour is a healthier
whole grain alternative to starchbased, gluten-free flour. It’s made
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from flax grown on the Miller Family
farm and includes only the highestquality ancient grains with minerals
like calcium, iron, potassium, and
magnesium. Our latest Premium
Gold product, Gluten Free Organic
Baking & Pizza All-Purpose Flour, is
another example of our continued
commitment to offering healthy,
great-tasting alternatives for all your
baking needs.
Both of our flours are one-to-one
replacement alternatives, so you can
use them in all of your favorite recipes
without sacrificing texture or great
taste. They’re 24-month shelf stable,
too, so you can depend on our long-

ORGANIC

• NATURAL items
are Gluten Free
Certified
• OU Kosher
• NON-GMO
Project Verified
• 24-month
Shelf Life
FLAX BENEFITS MAY HELP

• Lower Cholesterol
• Strengthen the Immune System
• Decrease Joint Discomfort
• Aide in Digestion
BENEFITS

• Fiber
• Protein
• Lignans
• Omega-3 Fatty Acids
Place your order today at
+1-701-884-2553.
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Graceland Fruit Goes Lean & Green
Graceland Fruit is known for being a
global leader in the production of premium
dried fruit products such as blueberries,
cherries and cranberries. Found in 1973,
the company has consistently been an
innovative and dependable supplier to
the food industry. In 2020, Graceland will
place a renewed focus on company-wide
Lean enterprise implementation as well as
continued engagement in green practices to
ensure longevity as a responsible supplier.
Chief Operating Officer, Dan Engler
joined the Graceland Fruit team in July,
2018 with the goal of implementing a
formal Lean system within the company.
Engler has extensive global experience
with business development, acquisitions,
divestitures and Lean enterprise
implementation. He commented that
Graceland Fruit has always had a culture

for improvement, making formal Lean
implementation much easier than other
environments that he has managed in the
past.
Using “The Toyota Way” as the guide
for defining Lean implementation,
Graceland Fruit began with an emphasis
on the manufacturing floor and chose
Kaizen (continuous improvement) events
as the initial focus. Engler describes
Kaizen events as “a mechanism to get the
right people together, plan out the event
implementation, and put metrics behind
it – once you put metrics behind the event
it is hard not to prioritize it.” Engler went
on to state that going into 2020, Lean
implementation will become more cross
functional and company-wide, with a large
focus on continued quality improvements
and waste reduction.

Lean implementation is a strategic
initiative to ensure Graceland Fruit
maintains a competitive advantage in
the aggressive dried fruit marketplace.
The company has seen significant cost
reductions as a direct result from Lean
processes and Kaizen events that have been
vital in ensuring they are able to maintain
their competitiveness. In 2019, a Kanban
system was established at the Frankfort,
Michigan manufacturing facility to help
improve efficiency, inventory control and
throughput of its packaging facility. Engler
commented that “this Lean improvement
not only provided cost savings and
increased capacity but also represented
a breakthrough for employees. We put a
plan together that had been discussed for
some time, and we implemented that plan.”
Graceland also executed improvements on

Graceland Fruit exports its dried fruit to over 60 countries worldwide.

the pack line; working as a cross functional
team, they rebalanced the work cell
which helped to put warrant behind the
implementation of a new palletizer machine
to improve the quality of pallet shipments
and reduce rigorous manual labor.
While there has been a newly placed
focus on Lean enterprise implementation,
Graceland Fruit continues to engage in its
green practices. For over a decade now,
the company has operated its own waste
water treatment plant, being one of the
first in the industry to stop the practice
of spray irrigation. All waste water that is
generated from the manufacturing facility is
treated and purified before being returned
to the ground water supply. Graceland is
one of the few in the industry using this
environmentally friendly method for waste
water treatment.
Expanding on its green practices,
Graceland has recently replaced all
high-pressure sodium lighting with new
LED lighting at both of their facilities in
Michigan. The new LED lighting does not
only improve energy efficiency and reduce
the company’s carbon footprint but has
also provided employees with a brighter,
clearer workplace. As a company, Graceland
continues to incorporate green initiatives
throughout their offices and facilities.
The company has established recycling
programs and water dispensing systems in
place, and has challenged their office staff
to go paperless as much as possible. Being
one of the larger employers in the Warrens,
WI and Frankfort, MI areas, Graceland has
strived to set a precedent and create a more
sustainable future for their communities.
Graceland Fruit will continue its Lean
and green focus into 2020 with ongoing
Kaizen events focusing on production
line optimization and customer order
fulfillment, as well as continue their
commitment to green practices.

largest and most prestigious baking and
food companies in the world. Graceland has
twice been named “Michigan Agriculture
Exporter of the Year” by the State of
Michigan. Founded in 1973, the company
is an early innovator of the technology used
for drying tart cherries. Graceland Fruit is
highly regarded for its focus on research,
product development and quality - resulting
in products that retain more of their natural
color, flavor, and nutritional benefits.

Graceland supplies the commercial, private
label, and food service sectors with an array
of products including dried cranberries,
cherries, blueberries and apples. They are
proud to be Product of the USA, BRC Grade
A certified, non-allergen, non-GMO, Halal
and Kosher certified, while offering organic
options. For more information, visit www.
gracelandfruit.com.

About Graceland Fruit
With a production facility and
headquarters located in Frankfort,
Michigan and a second production facility
in Warrens, WI, Graceland Fruit produces
and markets dried fruits and Soft-N-Frozen
products to over sixty countries worldwide.
Its customer base includes some of the
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Continued from page 17

concentrate.
In 2018, Germany was the largest
market for U.S. dried cherry exports
($1.4 million). Europe, Japan, and
Australia have always been top export
markets for Cherry Central, but Mark is
confident China will be a big growth area
“once our governments learn to get along
better”.
He believes that the international
demand for U.S. Montmorency cherries
will grow substantially within the next

three-to-five years.

Pushing Through COVID-19
When asked how COVID-19 has

Setton Farms pistachios is your choice for premium quality California
pistachios. As America’s second largest grower, processor and marketer of
California pistachios, our expertise in foreign markets and commitment to
unparalleled customer service makes us your ideal partner. Find out today
how Setton Farms “Best Tasting Pistachios” can help your business grow
for years to come.
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affected Cherry Central’s international
sales, Mark said, “Time will tell. It’s not
so much a loss of sales as it is delayed
shipments. Though, if shipments are
delayed long enough, that could turn
into a loss of sales. In the international
market, we haven’t seen a big swing
either way.”
Domestically, the answer is more
market-specific.
“It coincides with the customers. If our
customers are a primary supplier to food
service, sales are down. If they supply
retail, sales are up,” said Becker.
For Americans who are cooking more
at home due to the Stay-at-Home order,
CMI is seeing consumers using dried
and canned tart cherries in a variety of
homemade snacks and baked goods.
While it’s too early to tell how the
pandemic will affect harvest, Mark
says he is not aware of any significant
concerns from growers but knows there
will be repercussions.
Meanwhile, Gordon said, “Labor
and the safety of our farm workers and
workers in our processing plant is our
primary concern [during COVID-19].”
For Michigan, the Cherry Capital of the
U.S., it’s important that growers receive
more support from the government. On
April 10th, four Michigan Congressmen
submitted a letter to USDA Secretary
Perdue to “work diligently to stabilize
the industry” by using additional
applications of USDA authorities
and funding on behalf of Michigan’s
hardworking tart cherry growers and
processors. While it is unclear if Secretary
Perdue has responded to the appeal at
the time of this publication, the tart

Stahlbush Island Farms
Setting a Standard
35 years ago, Bill and Karla Chambers
were pioneers in sustainable agriculture
- dedicated to a vision of healthy,
sustainably grown food manifesting
into healthier people, healthier farms,
and a healthier planet. Today, Stahlbush
Island Farms celebrates the fruition of Bill
and Karla’s vision. As the first certified
sustainable farm in the United States,
Stahlbush is proud to lead and feed the
mission for developing a sustainable
food system. Stahlbush’s sustainability
standards include:
• Protection and enhancement of water
and soil resources
• Conservation of nutrients
• Reduction of pesticide use
• Wildlife habitat conservation
• Safe and fair working practices
• Continuous improvement

Farming, Food, and Fine Art
Through fine art, founder and coowner Karla Chambers captures the true
colors of a perfect harvest, creating an
abundance of healthy nutritious food.
Chambers uses her two passions of art
and food as tools to inspire consumers to
make nutritious choices based on natural

colors and flavors. Chambers says “It is a
blessing to be able to share her memories
and love for agriculture through vibrant
colors, textures, and landscapes.”

Fresh from the Farm
Stahlbush’s focus on finished product
starts in the field. As the farmers and
the processors, Stahlbush has the
unique ability to harvest produce at
the perfect ripeness. Produce is frozen
immediately after harvest, sealing in
perfect wholesome flavor. The Willamette
Valley is home to all four seasons and one
of the most prosperous growing regions
in the world. The rich soils, pure water,
and mild growing climate provide great
land to grow the most pristine fruits and
vegetables in the world.

A Sustainable Food Future
In 2012, the Stahlbush team spent 14
months building a state of the art biogas
plant to convert fruit and vegetable
byproducts into energy. The Chambers
family have always viewed waste as an
underutilized resource and felt the biogas
plant would close a significant loop in
their progress toward a carbon-negative

footprint. The biogas plant produces
energy to power processing plants, hot
water for sanitation, steam for boilers, hot
air to dry our pumpkin seeds, and organic
fertilizer.

Food Safety
Stahlbush products consistently exceed
the food industry’s most premier food
safety standards. They are committed to
transparency in farming practices and
traceability throughout their vertically
integrated growing and processing. In
addition to compliance with state and
federal regulations, Stahlbush invites
independent third-party inspections
of food safety, sanitation, and
documentation procedures. Stahlbush
is proud to be SQF level III certified and
is committed to producing exceptional
quality products.
Stahlbush Island Farms is a certified
sustainable farm and food processor guided
by family roots. Specializing in growing and
processing frozen fruits, vegetables, legumes,
and grains along with frozen and aseptic
purees, Stahlbush believes in keeping the
land fertile for future generations through
sustainable agricultural practices. As the
first farm in the United States to be certified
sustainable in 1997, the farm harnesses the
power of plants by converting agricultural
by-product into clean energy for its processing
plant and natural fertilizer for crops. The
product line is gluten-free, vegan, kosher,
and non-GMO. For more information and
a complete list of products, please visit www.
stahlbush.com/industrial-ingredients/

“Spring is Coming” artwork by founder and co-owner, Karla Chambers
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cherry industry remains an important
sector of Michigan’s economy, which
produces more than 200 million pounds
of Montmorency cherries annually.

Hailed for Health
Hailed as “The Cherry with More”,
Montmorency cherries are praised for
their concentration of anthocyanins,
a type of polyphenol in the flavonoids
family, which help reduce inflammation,
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improve heart health, and lower blood
pressure.
Gordon said there have been over
100 published journal articles on the
health benefits associated with U.S.
Montmorency tart cherries.
“This bright red U.S. tart cherry is
packed with antioxidants,” according to
CMI
Becker believes the biggest tart cherry
trend for 2020 is an increased focus on

nutrition.
“Again, it’s market-specific. On the
international side of things, the health
benefits are catching on, especially with
COVID-19. Any time you have a product
like Montmorency cherries, which help
you regulate your sleep cycle, people
are going to buy it for health reasons.
A good night’s rest is important for
immune function,” said Becker. He also
noted that sleep and immune function
are particularly important to the Asian
market.
In other markets, Montmorency tart
cherry juice is gaining popularity as
an exercise recovery drink thanks to
research that suggests Montmorency
tart cherry juice may help aid muscle
recovery.
“Montmorency cherries are very wellknown in the athletics world for recovery.
Olympians, Tour de France athletes, you
name it. The faster you can recover, the
better you can perform. I think you will
see this health trend continue.”
To find a supplier of Montmorency
cherries, visit www.choosecherries.com/
processor-directory

WILD WHAT YOU MAKE
Consumers know there’s a better blueberry. You should too.

Search online for Wild Blueberries and you’ll find people talking. Wild Blueberries tell a story
of taste, of health, of real food. In all types of products, research shows Wild Blueberries help
raise purchase intent as well as taste, health, and sustainability perceptions when compared to
regular blueberries. It’s why when you pick your blueberry ingredient, PICK WILD!

There are two kinds of blueberries—one can enhance your menu.
See the research in your category at wildblueberries.com/eatwild.
Product of the USA
Food Export-Northeast prohibits discrimination in employment and services. For persons
with disabilities who require alternative means of communication or those interested in
our full non-discrimination policy, please contact us at www.foodexport.org
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Jump on the Wild Foods Trend
Because of their
Irrefutable Health
Story, More
Restaurant Chains,
Product Developers,
and Chefs Are
Adding Wild
Ingredients

The shift toward real foods has grown
from a hyper-local movement to an
international trend. Consumers across the
U.S., Europe, and Asia are increasingly
drawn to menu features and products
that showcase the most authentic and
unadulterated foods. Menu and product
developers are responding by seeking
out healthy ingredients that best signal
their commitment to delivering the real
food experience their customers want.
One evolving strategy for food industry
thought leaders is to look to the consumer
appeal of accessible wild ingredients as
a way to stay on trend and ahead of their
competition.
“Across the real foods landscape, wild
foods rank as truly sacrosanct,” says
Mike Collins, brand strategist at Ethos
Marketing. “This is because there are
so very few wild foods on Earth that
are actually available for broad human
consumption. Wild fish, wild meats, wild

grains, wild greens, and Wild Blueberries
are amongst the special few.”
Making the Leap to Wild
As perhaps one of America’s most
intriguing native fruits, the Wild
Blueberry offers particular advantages
to packaged goods companies and
restaurant chains. Wild Blueberries
are genetically diverse, resulting in a
unique blend of complex flavor – from
tangy tartness to succulent sweetness–
providing an intense blueberry taste
that regular cultivated blueberries can’t
match. They combat stress in the wild
by producing powerful phytochemicals
like anthocyanins to protect themselves.
These are the same natural plant
compounds that protect us from
inflammation and chronic disease when
we eat them. “Wild blueberries are one of
the few plants in the world in which there
is no modification of the plants,” says

University of Maine Professor Dr. Frank
Drummond, the state’s foremost expert
on insect ecology, and Wild Blueberry
pollination.
And the wild buzz is catching on. In
the last year alone, a host of premiere
brands and restaurant chains have
been moving towards offering more
products and menu items featuring Wild
Blueberries. To name a few:
Chobani, with its new “Hint of ” Wild
Blueberry Yogurt, described as a “wink at
the beauty and simplicity of a juicy little
piece of nature, blended with perfectly
creamy Greek Yogurt.”
Cheesecake Factory, with its Super
Antioxidant Salad, one of its most
popular menu items, is making the
switch to Wild Blueberries to further
upgrade this best seller.
Smoothie King, with its cleaner blending
initiative, is showcasing Wild Blueberries
in a number of its popular smoothies.
The move demonstrates the smoothie
chain’s ongoing commitment to making
smarter and more transparent choices
about every ingredient they use.
Krave, with its Wild Blueberry Beef
Bar, “Moderate heat with a taste of sweet,
courtesy of Wild Blueberries.”
“Leaders across a variety of food
categories recognize that an authentic
Wild ingredient, like Wild Blueberries,
is a consumer hook that supports their
brand and company mission to develop
better tasting, healthier, and more
sustainable foods that their consumers
can feel good about eating,” says Collins.
Consumer Research Confirms Wild
Appeal*
To test the theory that wild foods,
and specifically Wild Blueberries, can
add value to brands and foodservice
providers, the Wild Blueberry
Association of North America engaged
Portland Marketing Analytics to conduct
a consumer preference study that
explored consumer attitudes toward wild
foods in a number of packaged goods and
foodservice categories.
The research measured consumer
preferences for foods containing wild
vs. regular cultivated ingredients –
specifically Wild Blueberries vs. regular

blueberries. Participants were shown
images from 5 menu and 11 packaged
goods categories that would commonly
use blueberries as an ingredient and
asked a series of questions. In each
instance, one of the products or menu
items in the category was labeled
Wild Blueberries and the other with
Blueberries. Consumers had a more
positive reaction to the products labeled
with Wild Blueberries across all packaged
goods and menu categories tested.
Increased Purchase Preference:
The results revealed an increase in
consumer purchase preference for
products with Wild Blueberries vs. those
with cultivated blueberries:
• Higher Purchase Likelihood: Up to
70% more likely to buy
• Greater Purchase Volume: Up to 73%
would buy more
• Price Premium: Up to 64% would pay
more
Enhanced Key Product Benefits:
When it comes to key real food benefits
like taste, health and sustainability,
consumers believe Wild Blueberries
vs. cultivated blueberries will make a
product better. Here’s what research says
Wild Blueberries can do for a prepared
smoothie:
• Taste: 85% of consumers believe
smoothies made with Wild
Blueberries vs. blueberries will taste
better
• Health: 81% believe they will be
healthier
• Sustainability: 77% believe smoothies
made with Wild Blueberries vs.
blueberries will better support
sustainability.
*Research Source: Cited from
Power of Wild Research, Portland
Marketing Analytics, 2015 and 2017. US
Quantitative Consumer Habit & Attitude
Research Studies.
Different Formats and Consistent
Supply
For product developers around

Differentiate
with Wild

REGULAR

WILD

Culinary innovators recognize the
value of featuring a Wild Superfruit
ingredient and its perceived promise
of taste, health and sustainability.
Discover the “Power of Wild”
research and how Wild Blueberries
can give your brand a competitive
edge with real food consumers.
Research categories include
smoothies, yogurt, granola, beef
jerky, snack bars, muffins, restaurant
entrees, breakfasts, desserts and
more. For food categories relevant to
your business, visit wildblueberries.
com/eatwild.
the world, access to wild foods can
be a sourcing challenge. However, in
Maine and Eastern Canada, the Wild
Blueberry industry has invested over
many generations and now consistently
produces a multi-hundred-million-pound
annual harvest of Wild Blueberries and
offers them in a variety of formats.
For more sourcing information on
how you can enhance your product
offerings with Wild Blueberries, visit
wildblueberries.com/suppliers.
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Bone
Suckin’
Sauce
The Real Secret Of The Secret Sauce
When the Ford family decided to sell
their family’s ‘secret sauce’ more than
25 years ago, they thought it would be a
sentimental addition to the Gourmet Foods
side of their 4th generation family produce
business. Little did they know that were
creating a phenomenon.
And so, Bone Suckin’ Sauce (BSS) was
born. A Western North Carolina style,
tomato-based sauce sweetened with real
honey and molasses, BSS also has a hint
of apple cider vinegar, a hint of mustard,
real bits of onions and garlic, and little
bit of horseradish. And it has developed a
substantial cult following with celebrities
like Bobby Flay and Robert Downing, Jr.
admitting to keeping a jar as one of their
pantry staples.
The sauce came from my Grandma’s
recipe on my Dad’s side that was then
modified by my uncle. The name of sauce
was inspired my Grandma on my Mom’s
side. My mom, Sandi Ford, named the
sauce, Bone Suckin’ Sauce, because she
was reminded of her mom eating chicken
down to the bone.” said Patrick Ford, Vice
President of Ford’s Gourmet Foods.
What’s the real secret of the secret sauce?
“It comes down to simple, honest

ingredients. We offered a gluten free,
no high fructose corn syrup, non-GMO,
delicious sauce long before it was the
trendy thing to do,” said Ford. “And in
every product since, we have stuck to
that philosophy, and that matters to our
customers.”
BSS has been rated #1 by Food and
Wine Magazine, Newsweek Magazine, and
recognized by countless other competitions
and news outlets. The product offering has
expanded over the years to include variety
of sauces and marinades, seasonings and
rubs, and a spicy and a sweet mustard,
both of which were recently named
National Champions by Illinois Barbecue
Society.
“The accolades from the industry and
the press are nice, but what really matters
to us is what our customers say,” adds Ford.
“We get messages from customers all the
time – multiple generations enjoying BSS at
a family barbecue or customers with Celiac
disease being able to enjoy barbecue for the
first time because our original BSS is truly
gluten free. Those real stories from real
customers are everything to us.”
The Ford’s decades-long commitment to
quality products and exceptional service
is netting great results. Sales of BSS have
expanded into over 80 countries around
the world and offered consistent growth
and repeat customers year to year and thru
to partner distributors. And the Fords have
no intention of stopping there.
Said Ford, “We know there are
markets and customers we still have
not met. And we know there are ways
to extend the reach of BSS through
continued innovation and evolution
of our products. We are excited to see
where the future will take us.”
To find out what more, set up an
appointment with the BSS team at
this year’s Expo West by calling (919)
833-7647 or emailing them Sales@
BoneSuckin.com.

Bone Suckin’ Ribs Recipe
The best BBQ ribs recipe ever!
• Author: Bone Suckin’® Sauce
• Prep Time: 10 mins
• Cook Time: 3 hours 30 mins
• Total Time: 3 hours 40 mins
• Yield: 4
• Category: Entree
Ingredients
• Bone Suckin’® Sauce, 1 – 16 oz. jar
• Baby Back Pork Ribs, 5 lbs.
Instructions
1. Preheat grill or oven to 300°. Put ribs in
shallow pan and baste with Bone Suckin’
Sauce. Cover ribs with foil.
2. To Grill: Place pan with ribs on the grill
for 3 hours at 300°. Uncover, baste with Bone
Suckin’ Sauce. Raise grill temp to 350°. Cook
1/2 hour uncovered but still in pan, basting
again after first 15 minutes.
3. To Make in Oven: Bake 3 hours in oven.
Uncover, baste with Bone Suckin’ Sauce.
Raise oven temperature to 350°. Cook 30
minutes, uncovered, basting again after first
15 minutes.
Check out BoneSuckin.com to get all the
info about the best gluten free barbecue
sauce and award-winning products.
TO ORDER & FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT BONESUCKIN.COM OR CALL US
AT 1-919-833-7647
Bone Suckin’ Sauce is distributed by Ford’s
Gourmet Foods – a fourth generation, Raleigh,
North Carolina-based family business that
creates some of the world’s greatest tasting
gluten free foods including the internationally
acclaimed Bone Suckin’ Sauces, Fire Dancer
Jalapeno Nuts, Southern Yum.

Healthy…Fresh…Fast!

Nutrifaster® Commercial Juice Extractors are the highest quality

®

Nutrifaster® Commercial
Juice Extractors are the highest
quality juicers manufactured in
the world today. The Nutrifaster® line is ideal for juice bars,
health clubs, spas, restaurants
and home use -- any place where
fresh juice is in demand!
Nutrifaster® products are
engineered for heavy duty
commercial use and will provide
a life-time of high performance,
eﬃcient and reliable service.
Capitalize on the health and
nutrition revolution by serving
fresh juice from your Nutrifaster® juicer!
Nutrifaster® Inc. is a
family owned & operated
business that is committed to
promoting healthy lifestyles by
manufacturing juicers that
provide fresh, pure and natural
nutrition. The family has been
manufacturing commercial
juicers in the Seattle, Washington area since 1994, which
includes supporting a variety of
juicers that have been on the
market for approximately 40
years.
Nutrifaster® has
constantly improved their line of

Ph: +1-206-767-5054 Fax: +1-206-762-2209
sales@nutrifaster.com www.nutrifaster.com
IF YOU WANT TO SEE OUR Nutrifaster N450 Commercial
Juice Extractor IN ACTION…VISIT US ON YOUTUBE!!

products with health and safety
features that meet or exceed
industry standards. The
Nutrifaster® juicer is one of the
top commercial juicers
manufactured in the world

today, meeting UL, NSF, CE and
CSA standards.
For more information on
our company product line, go to
www.nutrifaster.com or contact
us at sales@nutrifaster.com or
via phone at +1-206-767-5054.
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The American Exporter’s Magazine and The Natural Food Exporter Magazine’s Upcoming Events
fresh produce, beer, bakery, tea and coffee,
chocolate, Wines and Spirits, Restaurant
and Foodservice Supplies & Services. 2450
participants from 69 countries and regions,
including delegations from America, England,
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, Australia
and Denmark. This show is supported by
high-end summits, professional international
forums, conferences of famous enterprise,
international culinary arts competition, and
beverage enterprises engaged in business
expansion.
SIAL Canada is scheduled for September
29th-October 1st. Canada’s ONLY food
show dedicated to the retail and foodservice
trade. Canada continues to offer ideal
export opportunities for U.S. companies,
with unparalleled regulatory cooperation,
sophisticated transportation logistics and
financial markets, geographic proximity,
and similar consumer preferences. Covering
every aspect of the Canadian food & beverage
industry, SIAL Canada provides the perfect
platform for US exporters to meet with key
Canadian buyers. With 25,000 buyers from
the retail, foodservice and manufacturing
sectors, no other food & beverage event is as

With the Corona Virus causing food shows
to either cancel or delay the event, please take
note that these are tentative dates until further
notice if necessary. The upcoming events
schedule slated for The American Exporter
Magazine and The Natural Food Exporter
Magazine are as follows! As we enter into late
Summer and early Fall planning season, the
world’s largest expo is still on the schedule.
That would be SIAL Paris. That venue is
scheduled October 18th thru the 20th. Here
are the other main events scheduled in the
upcoming months that either The American
Exporter Magazine or The Natural Food Exporter
Magazine will be distributed at.
SIAL Middle East is the last major food
expo for the year and decade! This show
is scheduled for September 8th thru the
10th. Held in the world’s richest city, SIAL
Middle East provides US exporters with
the opportunity to meet with key food and
beverage buyers from throughout the Middle
East, North Africa, and India.
SIAL China in Shanghai is slated for
September 28th thru the 30th. SIAL
China covers all industries including food,
beverage, meat, seafood, oil, dairy products,
THE
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all-encompassing of the Canadian market.
Americas Food & Beverage Show is
scheduled for November 2nd thru the 3rd.
The 24th annual Americas Food and Beverage
Show and Conference event is organized
and sponsored by the Word Trade Center
Miami, US Department of Agriculture and the
National Association of State Departments of
Agriculture.
The show delivers the best opportunity
to showcase, explore and sample the largest
selection of food and beverages from the
Americas. The Americas Food & Beverage
Show, and its networking events, are unique
one-stop marketplaces designed to bring
together all segments of the food and beverage
industry to expand sales opportunities!
Exhibiting companies can strengthen industry
contacts by meeting decision making buyers
and over 450 exhibitors.
For more information on these and other
food expos coming up through the entire year,
please visit www.theexportermagazine.com
or call 816-415-3815. I’ll be glad to discuss
the details of each and which magazine or
magazines will be distributed at the schedule
food expo.

Be sure to subscribe to the
leading trade publications
in both US food exports and
natural/healthy foods!!
Available in print and
digital formats.

obal.com
www.bourasgl

Volu

To subscribe...visit
www.TheExporterMagazine.com.

WeChat official account: TheAmericanExporter

Contact: Jim Molzen

E-mail: exportermagazine@aol.com
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independent
maple supplier
Private Label
Bulk
Food Service

Contact us today
for best - in - class maple.

+011 802-257-8100
info@maplesource.com

•
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THE KETCHUP

EXPERTS!
Meet our new Plant Manager, Ken Pond. For over 22 years, Ken has learned everything there is to know
about the formulation of ketchup. It’s a science & an art. What does that mean for our private brand
ketchup customers? Everything. Ken, along with our entire team of Ketchup Experts, can expertly craft
your ketchup brand into serving your customers what they crave. Better-for-You ingredients and a highquality taste that your customers want along with the flexibility and complete focus that you need.
Partner with The Fremont Company for all of your private brand ketchup needs and give your
customers what they want.
CAPABILITIES INCLUDE:

Organic | Non GMO | Kosher | Better for You | Export
The Fremont Company • Mike Hackbarth
Mike.Hackbarth@FremontCompany.com • 716.627.4369
www.PLKetchup.com

Ken Pond
Plant Manager
and Ketchup Expert
22+ Years Experience
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